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Please read these instructions in full before attempting to operate
the machine.
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BUTTON ILLUSTRATION

Numeric buttons

Control buttons

Basic button set

Direction Buttons
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SCREEN DEFINITION

Chosen load unit
Applied load
Load axis

Working type of
apparatus
Load rate of
apparatus
Max. Load of
apparatus

Time axis

Total test time
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BASIC MENU
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SAMPLE SETTINGS

6.8
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SAMPLE SETTINGS
Sample settings
Cube:

Pace Rate
KN/s
It is a parameter which indicate pace rate of load to the
system by start button. Unit is kilogramforce/second
(kgf/sec) or kiloNewton/second (KN /sec). This values
shouldn’t be zero for any time. Parameter input is
performed with %5 sensivity.
Height
Width
Depth

mm
mm
mm

Flexture:

Pace Rate
Lenght
Width
Depth

KN/s
mm
mm
mm

Cylinder:

Pace Rate
Height
Diameter

KN/s
mm
mm

Shared Parameter
Weight in Air
Weight in Water
Sample Density

g
g
kg/m³

These parameters prevent coplication samples which is used in the test during test
results save on recording data. So, weight and denisty in air and water, data of test
exist in apparatus.
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SYSTEM SETTINGS

10.0
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SYSTEM SETTINGS
System settings
Display Unit:

The automatic console can make test in 2
different unit system as SI(KN/mm²) and
Metric(kgf/cm²).

Control Mode:

The automatic console can work 2 different type
as Auto and Manual. If we choose “ Auto”, control
process belongs to apparatus until test ends. If
“Manual”, is chosen , system control belongs to user.
Value of pace rate is not important, user controls
manually by front button.

Pacerate mode:

The automatic console can work 2 different type
as Single and Dual. If Single is chosen, system works
constant rate until test ends.( value of pacerate). If
Dual is chosen, it Works first rate up to value of
change point.(initial pace rate). After it reachs value of
change point, it works second rate and continue this
value until test ends.

Initial Pace Rate: At the beginning of load rate (initial rate)

KN/sn

If initial pace rate parameter is set as “ Dual”,it works
initial load rate.

Change Point:

Change point
If initial pacerate parameter is set as “Dual”, system
works initial load rate until it becomes chosen value
then it works secondary load rate.

Fail Thereshold:

Fail Thereshold
KN
It is determined perception threshold of breaking with
this parameter.
Loading starts when we choose “ Start”. Breaking is
not detected as long as load value which is read on
the screen is not passed this threshold value. So,
because of samples and mechanic reasons it is
prevented high deflection which happens low load
affects system. After this threshold value is passed
once, even load fall down under thresold value again,
fail threshold happens.

KN
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SYSTEM SETTINGS
Note: Only authorised service personnel and calibrator can use this parameter.

Şifre 7.8

Calibration points can be change between 0 and
12. When you write Points “ 10”and enter , “10
points” appears. Calibration points are
determined beginning setpoint 1. After every
variety enter

button should be used. After all

set point values are entered, use menu
button
and choose channel which make calibration.
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SYSTEM SETTINGS

Point Calibration CH1
When you pres the start key,calibration have been started. When you arrive the
wanted point,you can switch to the other load worth by pressing the enter
key and
in this way calibration will be completed step by step. Othervwise not be done other
operations ,come to the workspace’s display by the menu

PS:

key.

If you do the only cube and cylinder test(compression test)it is enough to make
calibration to cahannel 1. In short when you slecet cube and cylinder
sampels,the calibartion in cahannel 1 is current
The device can run in two ways if the bending frame is also connected with the
system,channel 2 is applied to the calibration. Thus calibration is done
separately for two different tests which are compression(cube,cylinder) and
bending(bordure,tander and parquet)
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SYSTEM SETTINGS

Calibration points can be changed between0-12 When
points is written 7, press to the enter
key 10 points are out.The starting set point
1, calibration points are determined It is
need to pressing enter
key after each
change. Press the menü
key after
entering all set points values and select the
cahannel you want to calibrate.

Point Calibration CH2
When you press the start buton,calibration have been started. Calibration steps are
completed by pressing the enter
key.
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SYSTEM SETTINGS

13

PS:Pres F1 in the worksheet,this page will
open automatically. This parameter make the screen brightnees and color settings.
Necessary adjustments are made by using the direction buttons.
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DATA SETTINGS

003

PS:

Automatic control console can store 100 tests in its
memory. You can access the information of tests any time
by enumerating made tests.

DATA VİEW:

(in memory tests)
These parameters can be found by following the above
manner.Morover you can also reach by pressing F2
in the
worksheet. When data page is opened,as follows using the
numeric keys enter the test number which you want to open and
when you press the enter , the recorded test information will be
on the display.If you want the newly page ,you can connect a
point-shot printer to the device and print out on paper by pressing
print key(F3)

PS:

.

Unit system can be changed KN\mm2 or kgf\cm2 by pressing F1
key.
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SERVİCE SETTİNGS
This parameter of Sematron Control
Device contains the factory settings and
engine settings
Service parameters of competent
technical services are prohibited to
enter another’s.

PS:

Parameters are entered by pressing the enter
changes were made ,press menu

key After necessary

key to return to worksheet.
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SAMPLE TEST APPLİCATİON

When the logo of besmak is on the operating display,pres F3 key.

When you pres F3 , select the sample test with it’s dimensions by using the arrow
keys and press the enter key

If there is a parameter to change the on
the page,,come on the parameter and
type the wanted value with numeric
keys and then press the enter key.
After making all necessary
changes,press the menu proceed to
besmak logo work display .
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SAMPLE TEST APPLİCATİON

After test type is selected with the help of sample,pres start

12
When the start key is pressed,the
sample code will be wanted cause of
Sematron Control Device to perform
data storage. Enter a number here
using the numeric keys and press the
start again.
PS:The black safety switch is in
front of the machine must
be on
(open)position to
operate the device. Otherwise you can not
begin to try

After pressing start,the device starts to try automatically and it doesn’t need any user
intervention to perform cracking.During test it can be hold at any point by pressing the
pause key.To continue,you must press the start key again. The device detects is
cracked automatically,Load in the piston is discharged and following report page is
opened.
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SAMPLE TEST APPLICATION

After the test,this page will open
automatically.
If you want you can save this page with
F3 or exit with F1 without saving.

TYPE
Measure unit
Max.load
Pace rate
Stress
Dimension (h*w*d)
Weight in air
Weight in water
Density
PS: Follow the same procudure for a new test.It is no need to select sample
again, if the sample type and loading rate aren’t changed..A new test can be
started directly without using sample key by pressing start.
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LINK BACK CONTROL CHART
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